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About Me
Futurist | Designer

Lead UX Designer roles with Kotsovolos, M&S, 
Natoora, Storimarket

Responsible for designing of M&S's internal 
digital transformation across UK

Award winning store transformation through 
meaningful design for Nike Lab

Innovation design & Sustainability Advisor

linkedin.com/in/alexrosso/ for full personal portfolio

https://www.linkedin.com/in/alexrosso/


About Us
DIXONS SOUTH EAST EUROPE

91 Stores

Greece & Cyprus

Multiple commerce channel

Academy driven:

350 workshops/year & 53000h/year

www.kotsovolos.gr

http://www.kotsovolos.gr/


Omnichannel:
Innovate through 
human-centre
approaches



What is that?



Retail: an ever-changing environment

Internet use

Increase internet usage
55-64 (13%)

Avg. spent online
(869€)

Online Mobile 1st

96% of users using 
Smartphone as main tool



Phygital journeys
What are the elements to create an omnichannel approach

1
Immersion
Make the customer 
part oh the experience

2
Immediacy
Give the right 
message at the right 
time

3
Interactions
Touch, feel and engage 
with your products



Why??
Maximizing both online & offline

▪ Enhance customer experience

▪ Offer personalized recommendations and increase sales

▪ Build brand awareness and trust



What can 
we do?



Quick commerce
Reduce friction from long queues

▪ Becomes red-hot for ecommerce

▪ Maximize customer satisfaction

▪ Give options to customers 



What we’ve done!



Outcome

Daily hits

300 25%

Improved
customer 
journey

0.12%

Conversion 
rate



What this shows?

▪Users are not familiar with 
new approaches

▪Takes time to achieve results
▪ Improvements make user 

experience better



Tailored experience
“If  we have 4.5 million customers, we shouldn’t have 
one store. We should have 4.5 million stores”. Jeff  
Bezos

▪ Recommendations based on users’ needs

▪ Retailers can push for cross-selling and up-selling 
techniques

▪ Impactful purchases for both ends



What we’ve done!

Need to build consistency to 
achieve unassisted sales



Outcome

Opportunities to 
create 

experiences
(eg. E-advisors in 

store)

Flexibility to 
monitor 
results 

Plenty Better



Cognitive shopping
Convergence of  digital and physical retail

▪ Through cognitive-based apps, retailers will be able to 
better engage with their customers and, most importantly, 
learn from each interaction to provide a seamless digital 
and physical shopping experience.

▪ The availability of highly intelligent cognitive systems can 
take retail data analytics a step further.

▪ Using natural language processing and machine learning 
algorithms, cognitive systems help make key decisions using 
enormous volumes of fast-moving big data.



Transform in store visitors
into digital users

Content triggered by
Age group
Gender
Human Features
Accessories



Results

Customer
Engagement

Better 
understanding 

of customer

Brand 
awareness



New Shopping frontiers 
(unified)
Garner consumers’ attention by exploring new 
possibilities

▪ How to best use experiential formats to create a compelling 
experience for consumers that want to interact with their 
brands before purchase?

▪ What’s the right collaboration to pursue to improve brand 
perception or change/elevate your brand?

▪ How do you use everything that's at your fingertips to 
optimize the customer journey?



What we’ve done!

No channels



What's the difference



Where do we see users in
the future with unified 

commerce?

Roblox

Live commerce

Chatbot



Opportunities

70% Big brands are tapping into the market. Technological 
disruption introduces new marketing channels, new 
customers, endless possibilities

Metashopping

20% In a society where instantaneity and coverage of impulsive 
needs, Fast Commerce is one of the trends that will 
continue to grow with the adoption of technologies such as 
autonomous vehicles or robotics, AI & innovation.

Growth in 
consumer needs



What’s key
to remember?

We need to fully understand that customers’ shopping 
habits have permanently changed. The wide adoption of 
ecommerce means that the consumer’s expectations 
across service, convenience, and ease of navigation will 
need to be translated into the physical retail experience in 
order to entice people to shop in-store. Investing in the 
tools that will allow retailers to manage or even exceed 
their customers’ expectations will be the key to a 
successful merging of the physical and digital 
environments.



Thank you
rossoa@kotsovolos.gr


